IS THIS REALLY A BAD CLIENT?

"Everything you've ever
wanted, is just on the other
side of the decision you're
afraid to make."
How to know whether this is truly a bad client or potentially a good client, that you've just allowed to be, or even turned bad.

"Always remember. Some
will. Some won't. So what?
Someone's waiting."

Are they asking for more than
you're currently charging them for?
Did you take them through a thorough
consultative process to discover what they
REALLY need, not just what they asked for?

YES

NO

YES

COMPLETE THE
IMPLEMENT THE GLOSS METHOD
CALL THE CLIENT

NO

NO

YES

NO

Did you make sure you charged them for
EVERYTHING they needed, using a logical
pricing method and without discounting?

YES

Do they want everything doing on their terms?

USE GOPROPOSAL TO REQUOTE

NO

Have you clearly stated
your rules of the game,
confidently, visually and
in person?

YES

Are they just 'being' an arse or
are they 'actually' an arse?

ACTUALLY
AN
ARSE

BEING
AN
ARSE

Did they accept that price?
BOOK ONTO A KICKSTART

NO

YES

Go direct to GO. Do not
pass on this client just yet.
Just remember that
sometimes people can 'be'
an arse because you're not
solving their REAL problem
and not doing enough for
them. Be brave. Ask the
right questions. Offer
EVERYTHING that YOU
would want if YOU were
them. Don't question
whether it's too much.
Serve them FULLY. It's your
ethical obligation. Go all in.

TRAINING SESSION TO MAKE
SURE YOU'RE BOSSING IT
OR REQUEST AN MOT

Have their circumstances changed
& do you need to requote them

YES

SETUP GOPROPOSAL FULLY
REQUOTE THEM

NO
Were you able to offer a lower
service that's still above your
minimum monthly fee?

COMPLETE THE
CALL THE CLIENT
USE GOPROPOSAL TO REQUOTE

NO

YES

Did they take it?

NO

YES
THIS SOUND LIKE A UNIQUE
SCENARIO, SO ASK THE

To exit a client doesn't mean that you have to kick them out into the street (it can,
but it doesn't need to be.) There are thousands of other firms out there and some will
be more suited to them than you. They will be OK. You could even refer them.
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